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Dream 
Industry , In 
Imaginary 
Hands



OUR VISION

Facing monumental 

changes in business, 

branding, and marketing, 

shadow film is Key to 

change.



ABOUT US

Shadow Film is a production 
company going beyond the 
usual stereotypes. We follow a 
sustainable “success” policy by 
closely pursuing new 
technologies.

CHECK OUR WORK



WHAT WE DO



T.V.C
DIGITAL ADVERTISING

CAMPIGN



MEDIA
COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY

our specialist is in media 
planning and target 
market selection 
determination of media 
tools determination of 
media purposes



SOCIAL
MEDIA

CONTENT 
&
MANGEMENT Social media content is content that is created 

by individuals or companies for social networks 
such as Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter. These 
platforms are of particular interest to companies 
allow much more direct interaction with users 
than classic marketing measures



BRANDING

creative brand strategy, brand 
positioning, creating brand personality 
increasing brand awareness and brand 
creating a process

CHECK OUR WORK



marketing planning and branding strategy, by writing 
creative ideas for commercials, and magic phrases for 
commercial campaigns

CREATIVE IDEA

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enSA963SA963&sxsrf=AOaemvKDbrVVULX2F4TDGDRpCSU0idGz3A:1638301418674&q=target+audience&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi52-Cw7MD0AhWPQ_EDHbrkCGQQkeECKAB6BAgWEDE


POST PRODUCTION

Post Production editing audio and visual materials to create 
a film. An editor assembles footage shot by shot, adds music 
(either original or licensed), and incorporates visual and 
sound effects.



We bring
creativity to the
digital age

Finding modern
solutions to
modern problems

D E S I
G N
Interactive Lab
Design is one of the most important factors 
when building a brand. If you don't put time, 
effort, and even money into this, it may result in 
an unsuccessful business. The design is what will 
set you apart from your competition and help 
you garner the desired customers' emotions to 
complete the sale



CAST

CROW

PERMISSIONS

ACCESSORIES

VAN

CATERING

TRANSFER

PRODUCTION
SERVICES
Based in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, we are a 
fully integrated production and 
entertainment house that is committed to 
creating visually driven commercials, 
television, and films.
driven by our obsession with story-first 
filmmaking, our focus is to create 
cinematic visual experiences that bring to 
the forefront stories and their characters.



PROJECTS
ACCOMPLISHED BY OUR
TEAM



















T.V
SERIES



T.V
SERIES



MODEL
PHOTOGRAPHY



EVENTS

we specialize in providing the management of 
exhibitions and conferences within the highest 
standards in this industry



CONTACT

WWW.SHADOWFILMS.NET

0560611321-0126999177

JEDDAH- ALNAHDA DISTRICT

SHADOWFILM@SHADOWFILMS.NET


